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Segmentations and EMDB-SFF

• EMDB-SFF: 3D Segmentations and Transformations Workshop (December 2015)

• Representing segments:
  • 3D Volume (Voxels)
  • Contours (Polygons/Polylines)
  • Meshes (Vertices + Polygons)
  • Shape Primitives (Ellipsoid, Cylinder, Cone, Cuboid)

• SFFTK: the go-between app-SFFs, EMDB-SFF and OMERO

Current SFFs:
• Segger (.seg)
• IMOD (.mod)
• Amira HxSurf (.surf)
• Amira Mesh (.am)
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Support/Feature Requests

- OMERO and Bio-Formats are awesome!
  - Clear design outline and data models
  - Very responsive developer community

- Developer requests:
  - Documentation of Python API (a bit hard to use without description of objects)
  - Adapter for Python API (I have an example for ROIs that makes ROI primitives more Pythonic) – only has to be done once! ;-) 
  - Bio-Formats: extending Amira readers to get header metadata
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